Suggested Test Prep Resources and Contacts
Khan Academy — Khan Academy has partnered with College Board to offer free, online SAT prep. Their service
includes tips and strategies, practice in reading, writing, and math, and full-length exams.
Contact: www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat
Kaplan Free Online Test Prep — Self-paced online instruction for SAT and ACT prep. Normally the cost is $299
per each test prep, but for SG students it is free! The online prep includes video tutorials, full-length practice tests,
1,000+ online practice questions, unlimited access to practice questions, hours of online lessons accessible via all
mobile devices, and progress reports. Students can access the program directly through their Naviance accounts.
Contact: Rachel Ochoa, rachel.ochoa@kaplan.com
Kaplan Premier Tutoring — Reviews your child’s academic progress, learning style, scheduling needs and score
goals in order to match your child with the best tutor and the best program. This one-on-one service provides scoreraising strategies and test-like practice. It can be utilized on campus during the student’s study hall or weekend.
Contact: www.kaptest.com or 1-800-KAPTEST
Great Place to Learn — A local organization that assists students in developing effective study skills and
advises them in various testing strategies, thus enabling them to utilize test time wisely and increase the
likelihood of higher scores. Contact: Deb Ozug, debgptl@aol.com or 508-730-8867
Mary Louise Howard, Private Tutor — Located within walking distance from campus on Paradise Avenue,
Mary Louise has tutored many SG students and is knowledgeable of our tutoring policies.
Contact: marylouise_howard@hotmail.com or 401-369-5646
Summit Educational Group — Summit works with families navigating the uneven landscape of standardized
testing. Their team of experts calmly, caringly and expertly guided thousands of families through the process of
admissions testing and tutoring. They are committed to testing success, on the student’s terms: a commitment to
find the right tutor, to customize the optimal program and to create a schedule that works.
Contact: Drew Heilpern, dheilpern@mytutor.com
Revolution Prep – Based out of California, Revolution Prep provides one-on-one online tutoring. With a pedagogy
based on years of Stanford University research, and the only roster of full-time, professional tutors, their sole focus is
on providing families with the perfect tutor to boost scores and build confidence. Contact: Susan Wasser,
susan.wasser@revolutonprep.com or 617-206-3370
Compass Education Group — Based out of California, Compass is committed to realizing the potential of
every student they serve through one-on-one online tutoring. Compass carefully evaluates each student’s
unique circumstances and testing history in order to make informed, individualized recommendations. They
personally oversee every aspect of each program. Contact: global@compassprep.com or 800-685-6986
Applerouth — Based out of Atlanta, Georgia, Applerouth offers online private tutoring. Their tutoring process
caters to each student’s specific strengths, needs and schedule. Applerouth uses the latest research in cognition,
memory and motivation to help students achieve a higher level of success.
Contact: info@applerouth.com or 404-728-0661

*Please note that all outside tutors must abide by the St. George’s School tutoring policy located on the SG College Counseling website.

